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Boise City’s Arts & History Department has asked ACHD to consider a pilot project to 
paint murals on the pavement within two intersections to test a concept that has appeared 
recently in other cities. Karen Bubb, Boise City Public Arts Manager, will detail the proposal 
at the September 21st Commission meeting. 
 

The designs can add visual interest within the neighborhoods, and the proposal is to 
have the actual painting done by neighborhood volunteers in a community event sponsored 
by the City and ACHD. ACHD Traffic Services has reviewed the concept and is supportive of 
the test as long as the art installations are approved in advance to ensure no distractions or 
safety issues arise for pedestrians, 
cyclists and drivers. These installations 
are allowed by federal regulations but a 
number of best-practices are suggested 
to prevent hazards. 

 
Under the proposal, Boise City 

would handle the neighborhood 
outreach and the logistics of installing 
the artwork, while ACHD will be asked 
to facilitate the short-term street 
closures and, potentially, the removal 
of worn out art. Staff will present 
options and estimates for removal at the Commission work session. 

 
The City would like to paint the intersection of Eugene Street and Castle Drive to 

coincide with opening of the James Castle House, a new Parks Department attraction 
celebrating the Idaho artist and due to open in late 2017. The second location would be 
along 8th Street, at either River or Fulton streets, which may include funding from the 
Capital City Development Corp. 

 
One point of discussion will be the City’s desire for “celebrated crossings,” pedestrian 

crosswalks potentially adorned with multi-colored art. Traffic staff believes that some of the 



examples from other cities fail to meet federal standards and could create confusion, 
compromising the safety of road users. Less eye-catching treatments, such as the crossing 
on Front Street near the Boise Centre, could be considered because the added visual 
interest does not rise to the level of distraction. 

 
In other jurisdictions, the intersection murals have been billed as providing traffic-

calming benefits but ACHD staff remains skeptical of this claim, which is largely anecdotal. 
The pilot could provide information as to whether any vehicle speed reductions occur. 

 
Once the pilot has been completed, if approved, the City and ACHD can evaluate the 

results to decide whether the concept should be considered as an ongoing program, one 
like the longstanding project to decorate traffic signal controller boxes with art wraps. 


